Application of optimized pattern recognition units in EEG analysis: common optimization of preprocessing and weights of neural networks as well as structure optimization.
The main goal of this study is to demonstrate the possibility of training the Neural Network (multilayer perceptron) classifier and preprocessing units simultaneously, i.e., that properties of preprocessing are chosen automatically during the training phase. In the first realization step, adaptive recursive estimation of the power within a frequency band was used as a preprocessing unit. To improve the efficiency of special units, the power and momentary frequency estimation was replaced by methods that are based on adaptive Hilbert transformers. The strategy was developed to obtain optimized recognition units that can be efficiently integrated into strategies for monitoring the cerebral status of neonates. Therefore, applications (e.g., in neonatal EEG pattern recognition) will be shown. Additionally, a method of minimizing the error function was used, where this minimization is based on optimizing the network structure. The results of structure optimization in the field of EEG pattern recognition in epileptic patients can be demonstrated.